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as
the induction
Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani and the Student Admissions coordinate with Mr. Kamal Hus- October
sein
Masri
and
the
Admission
week
in
preparation
for the comCommittee early this August released GC’s activity plan.
staff to receive the APL applicants from corporate partners
and sponsors and to facilitate
the proper process of admission
and screening.
On the other hand, Assistant
Dean for Quality Assurance Dr.
Shameena Mehtab cited that
the said plan caters to the previous years’ drop outs to manifest
GC’s strong dedication in motivating students finish the degree they started in the Faculty
of Business Studies (FBS) and
Faculty of Computing Sciences
(FCS).
The committee likewise projects
29th of September as the module registration for all undergraduate students and 6th of

mission criteria. The college will
take only 500 new students for
the upcoming semester which
will commence on 13th October,
2013.
This prompted the administration to consent FFS Head Mr.
Masood Khan to amend the
schedule of the Oxford Placement Test (OPT) and IELTS to
meet the needs of the incoming
students during the semester
break.
Prior to the commencement of
classes, GC will conduct the
Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
induction for all students from
Sunday 6th of October till ThursAs per the plan, the committee day 10th of October (5 working
agreed that the priority for the days).
admission will be given to the Dr. Taki significantly mandated
students who have completed Assistant Dean for Affiliation
separate
orientation
the paperwork and met all ad- Affairs Mr. Rizwan Ahmed to Two
workshops were given to the
Faculty of Business Studies
(FBS) and Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS), Assistant
Dean for Affiliation Mr. Rizwan
Ahmed said lately in his report
GC is going ready.
to Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani.
On the way this coming OctoMr. Rizwan said the recurring
ber is the internal audit of the
conduct of orientation workprogrammes and facilities of
shops, which has been running
Gulf College which is a prior
for several years, is fueled by
quality check for the OAAA in
and responsive to the aim of the
the near future, reports from
administration in sustaining qualAssistant Dean for Quality Asity support services to students
surance Dr. Shameena Mehtab
especially on module allocation,
stipulated.
registration and personal tutorThe officers, staff and stakeholdDr. Shameena Mehtab
ing as per standards of Stafforders, many of them corporate
shire University (SU) where GC
partners, conducted workshops
and meetings over this month to tinent documents are being col- upholds its strong academic
update documents which are lated by the Office of Quality affiliation and partnerships.
The said reported workshop
required in satisfying the criteria Assurance and Affiliation.
The three faculties are also work- went successfully as the staff
of the quality assurance tool.
The major offices of GC are on ing for the preparation of updated plunged into the discussion of
the go in producing materials like module handbooks, personal some significant policies and
quality manual, staff induction tutoring documentations. peer processes in module allocation
manual, quality plan, staff devel- observation documents, student and registration based on the
opment reports, tutor mentoring workshops, research publications Accreditation of Prior Learning
system, monthly reports, student and scholarly works, module (APL).
progression/retention rate data, descriptors, award structures, The importance of precise interworkshops report, handbooks, external examiners report and pretation of students result was
feedback mechanism, procedure action plans, annual monitoring also underscored in the workmanuals (plagiarism, complaints, reports, faculty minutes of meet- shop. “Error-free interpretation
of students’ results from the proappeals) and student induction ings, student attendance, extra
plan and documentation. All per(Continued to page 4) files and grids and other infor-

mencement of classes on the
13th of same month.
Prior to these activities, the administration directed Head of
Faculty of Computing Sciences
Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidy and Mr..
Rizwan to run an awareness
workshop and an induction
week programme.
The staff induction week which
has become already an institutional programme of GC will
likewise be coordinated by Dr.
Shameena Mehtab to orient the
new staff on the policies, VMGO
(vision, mission, goals and objectives), research activities,
procedures and organizational
culture and philosophy of the
college.

mation in
the grids
is highly
expected
from staff,
Mr.
Rizwan
said,
“because
this
will
Mr. Rizwan Ahmed
ensure
that students are allocated with and
registered to a level which is
appropriate to their assessment
results every semester.”
On the other hand, Mr. Rizwan
expressed intimately the administration’s target of strict compliance to all procedures of the
institutionalized personal tutoring
programme of the college because this is a catalyst in
launching up guidance and support to student in hurdling challenges in their stay every semester at GC.
“The personal tutoring which is
likewise recommended by OAAA
hikes GC’s strength in delivering
much needed help to student
populace and it is hoped to generate more impact to learning of
students,” Mr. Rizwan disclosed
in an interview.
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Potter’s Hand at Bahla

I read from a signage Bahla
Pottery one Ramadan time. I
was restless for not seeing
myself the place so I drove
and went there. It was a
day! Really, it was.

To see for myself the art, I
requested the potters to actually
manipulate the machines and to
show how to mould vases and
pots. I saw the traditional wheel
with the foot pedal and old style
kilns still in use.
Looking at them while working, I
thought I could easily make one. I
volunteered
to mould but
I failed to
make one.
At least I
tried. I did
not
have
part time job
at the pottery. I had
only a
part
time
experience
but
more
than a
full time
taste of life of a lowly yet a great
potter, whose hands are calloused with indelible dust on his
nails as an insignia of his humble
work, dignified heroism.
I have not seen yet a gold bar in
my entire life but I have seen
myself the golden heart and hand
of every potter in the place. Their
art is gold with unlimited boundaries of appreciation.
Before I left the place, I shook
hands with the potters. I felt their
rough hands, I felt their smooth
smiles. Their hands speak loudly
of their honourable work. Their
hands speak loudly with total
disapproval to indolence. Instantly introspection popped crisply
like popcorns in me. Why did I
become seriously keen to numerous tiny things like these? Or was
there really a time indolence invaded me that divine force must
take its course in my life to naturally iron it out? Or am I meant to
Travel/ Culture

meet the potter for me to get the
gist lacking in my pieces? I felt
warmth in my face of the blooming guilt these queries threw upon
the awakened inner self of me.
I paused, slouched in an abandoned chair in the display ground
where my hair felt cold air. This
was never my first chance to see
a potter; but, for me, it seemed so
different that day. Different, indeed!
Never did I become sluggard,
didn’t I? My jaw dropped as I
squinted around for souvenir
stuff. My thought was jailed with
the callused hands of the potter
yet I tried to untangle it. Perhaps
it was really meant for me. With
this, I inevitably recalled every
detail the potter demonstrated
during my visit: from his wrinkled
fervour-fated face to his tattered
toes, from his soiled seared shirt
to his hapless hands . . . the total
image standing in front of me.
That’s how high the appreciation I
owed from his life, the potter’s
life!
The wind brought the warm music
to my ears as I leaped out from
the shop, “It was meant for me!” It
kept on pounding in my head. I
did love the music . . . it was like
a last song syndrome which
Hamlet dwelt upon till his sweetlonged death.
My hours with them were few but
I did love them once and most,
not without a cause: for I was
touched by their ambitious and
stern stuff which are perfectly
architected by their hands.
Too silent I was when I left their
place in Bahla however I heard
the voices of their hands, “A dirty
hand or an awkward look is not a
good wisdom to better judge a
fellow.”
My spirit vigorously
shouts for joy for their lives offend
smooth hands that flee and shun
from work. Their hands spoke.
“Show me your hands and I will
show you who you are.”
I may not have uttered any word
trippingly on my tongue when I
encountered them but their daily
cause, as I may say, is a whirlwind of my passion to do my job
just they enjoy every dust that
stuck to their palms.

The Collision I Captured
Ali Moosa Al Farsi reveals his awesome story of winning
Canon’s ‘Dynamic World’ contest.
He said that a picture at hand of any kind worth a thousand words, but in the case of Ali Moosa it is worth a
brand new Canon EOS 600D. He was named champion in
the Middle East’s annual ‘Dynamic World’ photography
contest. He got the rare honour and wanted to share it.

made
him
stepped
into the
arena of
bullfighting
risking
his life
for
a
valuable
shot,
much to
the chaAli Moosa Al Farsi
grin of
his wife
and children.
“I was standing right at the shoulder of the bulls when I took my
winning masterpiece. I can still
bring to mind the growls of the
bulls colliding during the bloody
fight.”
At night on same day at home, he
reviewed his digital reel and there
he realised that his photo which
he titled “Moment of Collision” will
be good enough to compete along
with the other entries from UAE,
Bahrain, Kenya, Uganda, Algeria,
Morocco, Kuwait and several other nations.
His glory came. The honour was
accorded to him when he was
picked as the Best of the Best
rewarding him another camera.
He disclosed, his winning is not
the
end
but
the
The winning photo of Ali Moosa during the Middle East’s only
beannual ‘Dynamic World’ photography contest.
ginning of
exploring
the possibilities of
his
passion and
other aspects
of
Omani’s
culture
and heritage which
he
is
proud of.
He saw the contest ads in the
Facebook and this envelops his
neophyte
Student’s Activities
hobby
in
his heart. “I joined the contest but
I did not even know what
‘Dynamic World’ meant,” said Ali.
“I am a government employee,
always busy, yet I spare my time
in studying the arts of photography. I attended courses in institutes; however, I enriched my skill
through online research, various
blogs and websites surfing.”
The growing passion forced him to
buy Nikon DSLR. Many mornings
and evenings he spent in trying to
apply what he learned. This ran in
a span of a year until he did not
notice that he was already joining
a contest. This is how fast his time
rolled. Bravo! He did not only try
but also won the prize. That is his
price of giving all his efforts unto
it.
He admitted that bullfighting is a
local tradition in Oman along with
camel racing. Being an ardent fan
of bullfighting in Barka, he spent
his every weekend avidly watching until this event became his
serious subject in photography.
Most of all, the bulls became Ali’s
muse to put in a nutshell the
theme of the contest on dynamic
world.
This interest, before he knew it,

Science Info
With a peak elevation of 29,035 feet (8850
meters), the top of Nepal’s Mount Everest is
the world's highest point above sea level. As
the world's highest mountain, climbing to
the top of Mount Everest has been a goal of
many mountain climbers for many decades.
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PERSPECTIVES

It is heartening to see young
Omani girls like me making a
spurt change on
Society Talk
the perspectives
of the world. The
Thrizers, a group of 3 ladies who
participated in the Microsoft Imagine Cup 2013 competition in
St. Petersburg Russia, surprised
the judges and participants how
could there be so many girls interested in technology especially
in the gulf region. The team did
not win but they came away with
a refined vision for their app
which is an endeavour that would
help dyslexia patients. More power, girls. Your game is women
empowerment and not so much
in winning! (Rabaa Al Balushi)
Companies are not separate from
the community. Look at Saraya
Bandar Jissah! The staffs have
shown that Ramadan is a month
of extending help to the community and among all Muslims. Another company is Dar al Atta’a
who supported 4,500 families
with their special Ramadan
packs. They believe that the
more a community acts together
as one, the more they could accomplish things for the better. I
personally salute them and I
hope more companies will follow
their golden footprints--- not only
gain-oriented but also community

Letter to the Editor

-interested. (Moosa Al Qaroosi)
We have to buckle up children to
save lives. It is very alarming that
122 children died and 1,510 were
injured in car accidents this year.
All these cases were victims of
careless driving and unstrapped
while aboard. “Seatbelt using is
mandatory,” this is a fed-up nag
of police patrolling in the streets
yet it is a numb thing like gust air
in the air among motorist. Motorists, please let us show our care
to kids and teach them to be a
law-abiding citizen as well. I do
not know why parents always
realize at the end while in fact
many cases have been broadcasted. Let us cut the figure
climbing up; 122 is enough. Let
us give an ultimate halt.
(Mohammed Al Busaidi)
North Sharqiyah authorities have
destroyed hundred kilos of food
which have been found unfit for
consumptions. The inspection
was carried out at the malls, restaurants, cafes and bakeries.
This is a vigilant act. The inspection gives emphasis on cleanliness and waste management.
Thumbs up! Sustain it throughout
the year…. not only during Ramadan. There is one fear I have, I
might have eaten some of them.
(Nasser Al Salti)

Dear Sarah,

It is flattering to hear from a student like you a very commendaDear Editor,
I am so happy that many students ble suggestion for the betterment
are now contributing their stories of our News Gazette. Thank you
and news articles to our News Ga- very much.
Rest assured that aforesaid sugzette.
I wish that the Editorial Board gestion will be presented to the
would also allocate space for poetry Editorial Board through me being
and caricatures. I am not so much the editor in chief.
good in these skills but I believe that I will let you know the response of
they have significance in the devel- the board next issue. But right
opment of personality of students now, I am quite sure that it will be
and in the preservation of national accepted by our board.
cultural heritage of Oman.
Yours truly,
Thank you very much.
Dr. Antonio Asuncion
Regards,
Sara

Oman is seen to have
metamorphosed inevitably as spurt developments tangibly arise
from left to right. This is
Science/Environment
irrefutable. However, it
could not be denied that
these huge developments have the subsequent collateral effect inflicted to the environment.
Reports revealed that multimillion projects are on the go.
Juxtaposed with the on-going
developments, it is noticed
among the nationals of Oman that
many mountains are perverted
and cut distorting slopes and
warping gradients. These silent
distortions to mountains and hills
lead to the clamour of the society
today which is environmental

degradation.
Oman in the early
21st century is
declared by United Nations (UN)
to have nine endangered species
of mammals and
five endangered types of bird.
Nineteen plant species are also
threatened with extinction thus
they are red-listed. Afraid of losing sight of these species, decrees have been enacted urgently
by the Sultanate to protect the
South Arabian leopard, Arabian
oryx, mountain gazelle, Arabian
tahr, green sea turtle, hawksbill
turtle, and olive turtle. In Quriyat,
huge mountain area is fenced to
protect gazelle from hunters while
a centre is set at Sur to protect
endangered turtles.
Scientists said that environmental
degradation selfishly deprived

these species their abode. And
inexorable mountain cutting, depletion of resources, and disturbance of wildlife pave the deterioration of the environment. These
deleterious phenomena reduce
very rapidly the capacity of the
environment to meet the ecological needs of the animals; consequently, wildlife is endangered....
many animals and plants die without doubt. This is real.
Although the environment is not
yet exploited, it is very clear that
every development
the contractors take
in the different regions Of Oman is a
step towards exploitation and destruction of the
wildlife
habitat.
When this is not

controlled it could be equated to
environmental degradation in the
Sultanate. Hence, the many
street expansions, mountain and
gradient cutting, industrial activities like mining and gas exploration in the Sultanate have contributed to the extinction of the redlisted species. With the above
discussion, development is not at
all disadvantageous however the
developers and government must
set the limit of manipulating and
deforming mountains and resources that destroys and depletes the ecological needs of the
valuable species.

Students,
Classes will commence on the 13th of October so you may visit the college website to
get the schedule for registration in the different faculties.
GC Management
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Seasonal Falls (L) and
green mountain ranges (Bottom) in Salalah, Sultanate of
Oman.

Summer breeze is all out the
corners of the world and many of
our students spend vacation in
different places.
The Editorial Board of News
Gazette received many pictures
from our avid readers. Here are
some of
Arts of Photography
them.

(Top) The majestic centuryold Pagoda in Bangkok,
Thailand

(L) Twin Towers at night in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

(Bottom) The Merlion (with the Esplanade Opera House at the background) and the awesome Marina Bay in Singapore.

(L) Pristine clear White
Beach in Sri Lanka.
Rare White Rock (Bottom L) in Ilocos Norte, Philippines and the famous Underground River in Puerto Princesa Palawan, Philippines.

Congratulations

Continued…….. from page 1

to the winners in our July
curricular reports, community extension activities, semester review
reports, staff curriculum vitae and
new staff mentoring reports.
The Office of the Student Affairs,
IT and Library are going ahead on
the display of student files and
activities, council meeting and
action plans, community activities,
alumni and CEPD activities, related student forms, library strategic
plans, LAC minutes of meeting,
book collection development policies, resource inventory, print

management system, hardware
and software list, student information system, labs and resources, and internet services.
The internal audit is a process
which the administration of Gulf
College aims this year to upgrade
its programme and services to the
students and stakeholders and to
prepare for future OAAA which the
Ministry of Higher Education prescribed to every higher education
institution in the Sultanate of
Oman.

Mind Games!
Mariam Saidi
Afla Abdulla
Please claim your
prize to Yousef at
the library.

Try this new set for you!
Create a word
with the central R. No letter
should be
used twice
except S and
T. Proper
nouns are not
allowed. If you
can create 30
words, show
the list to Dr.
Tony or Mr.
Yousef.

Hit the EYE

.R S B E .

N RA
. MT O .

